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 A person who practices a sport or artistic skill without receiving money for it  is called-------.

author manager amateur writer

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The impact of western civiliza�on began to affect life in Iran in the course of 19 century . "impact"

means----------.

     

idea line method effect

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The actual birth of the modern literature of iran took place during the turbulent years between

1890 and first world war.

  

happened rejected remained hanged

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The newspapers were all more or less ----------of the government. 

deputy sense mouthpiece episode

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His execution has been postponed until next week.'postpone' means.............

start cancel accept need

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 A---------is a period of 10 years.

decade year season week

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 A group of people doing the same activity is called a------------.

bureau corps section pattern

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Another ---------of Amire -i-Kabir was the founding of a polytechnic school in Tehran.

turbulent gloomy initiative further

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 A musician who traveled about the country singing songs and poems written by himself or others

 is called--------------.

    

poets corps allusion minstrel

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A set of lines poetry which forms one part of a poem and has a pattern that is repeated in the

other parts is called----------.

       

verse poet prose marthiya

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In deference to his death , they postponed their marriage ceremony for one month.

too great because of respect for

as well a fixed period of time

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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 A long lyric poem ,serious in subject with a fine style and elaborate stanza structure is called-------.

ode matter quatrain elegy

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is wrong to term that book a masterpiece."term" means---------------.

write read name happen

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This ceremony is held to --------those who died for their country.

coincidence limit commemorate produce

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He -------his life to the relief of the suffering of the poor.

cultivate amply consecrated celeberate

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This conference is held by the ---------of Iranian poets and writers.

suffering pathos society heavenly

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A piece of writing that ridicules or shows the foolishness or wickedness of an idea is called------.

satire parody adaptation ribald

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The "particulars" of the accident will be announced later." particulars"  means------------.

treat render details further

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 A poet who writes joyful poetry or poetry suitable for singing is called a --------poet.

lyric sublime panagyric court

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 A person who works for somebody ,for low wages in order to learn a skill is called--------.

manuscript apprentice writer copyist

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Use of words which are clearly opposite to ones meaning with an amusing purpose is called-----.

haunt surmount tone Irony

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This story of the loss and regaining of identity is the --------of all literature.

tone pattern type framework

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A person with great ability in producing works of art or literature is called--------.

hack audience genius fraction

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In -------we have both a theory and a practice.

painting literature story science

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The lord universe and rolling sphere. Bright in whom Nahid,Sun and Moon appear. "rolling

sphare" means---------------.

       

��� ���� �	
� � �� ��� �
�� ���� �	�
��

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Grive not:This distracted head will recover its reason ." distracted head" means----------.

���� ��� ������ � ���� ����  !"# �  ��

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I wish that space was available to quote the whole poem."quote" means------------.

��$ %&	 ��' ��(# ��$ )�*�+
 ��' ��,  

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All man are members of the somebody ,created  from one essence.  "one essence" means-------.

���-. "�/ 0� 1�. �� ��� 0�

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Then to intone the parrot prayer and thou not with me in the shrine.   "shrine" means----------.

2� 
� �� �+# 3	�4�#

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

URFI and SAIB enjoy a greater repute  In India and turkey than in their own country."repute"

means------------.

       

5�
- 2�� 2���# 5+�

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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